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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Chase, the
Bad Baby is a thriller and romantic suspense about a baby that suffered a catastrophic brain injury
at birth. His OB doctor was negligent and is named as a defendant in a lawsuit filed by attorney
Thaddeus Murfee and defended by attorney Morgana Bridgman. Attorney Morgana Bridgman is
herself ill and her romance with her lover sizzles from scene to scene while the two try to
understand how to extend their love beyond illness. The lawsuit in this courtroom drama is a
deserving case with huge jury appeal, but there is one major problem. The hospital and doctor
have forged nurses notes and medical records to make it appear there was no negligence. A crime
thriller featuring a well-litigated medical malpractice trial, this legal novel is sure to bring you to the
edge of your seat as you follow the attorneys on both sides of the case. The doctor s lawyer,
Morgana Bridgman, finds out about the forged records and is put in a quandary: does she tell the
truth and lose...
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Great electronic book and useful one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You can expect to like the way the author compose
this ebook.
-- Ma tteo Johnson-- Ma tteo Johnson

An incredibly awesome pdf with perfect and lucid explanations. I have read through and that i am confident that i am going to gonna read yet again yet
again in the foreseeable future. I am quickly can get a delight of reading a created book.
-- Mr . Johnson Ha ne-- Mr . Johnson Ha ne
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